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Preface

The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), through its Evidence-based Practice Centers (EPCs), sponsors the development of evidence reports and technology assessments to assist public- and private-sector organizations in their efforts to improve the quality of health care in the United States. The reports and assessments provide organizations with comprehensive, science-based information on common, costly medical conditions and new health care technologies and strategies. The EPCs systematically review the relevant scientific literature on topics assigned to them by AHRQ and conduct additional analyses when appropriate prior to developing their reports and assessments.

To improve the scientific rigor of these evidence reports, AHRQ supports empiric research by the EPCs to help understand or improve complex methodologic issues in systematic reviews. These methods research projects are intended to contribute to the research base in and be used to improve the science of systematic reviews. They are not intended to be guidance to the EPC program, although may be considered by EPCs along with other scientific research when determining EPC program methods guidance.

AHRQ expects that the EPC evidence reports and technology assessments will inform individual health plans, providers, and purchasers as well as the health care system as a whole by providing important information to help improve health care quality. The reports undergo peer review prior to their release as a final report.
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Structured Abstract

Objective. To create a practical and validated item bank for evaluating the risk of bias and precision of observational studies of interventions or exposures included in systematic evidence reviews.

Study Design and Setting. The item bank was created based on 1,492 questions included in earlier instruments, organized by the quality domains identified by Deeks and colleagues. Items were eliminated and refined through face validity, cognitive, content validity, and intrarater reliability testing.

Results. The resulting RTI item bank, consisting of 29 questions for evaluating the risk of bias and precision of observational studies of interventions or exposures: (1) captures all of the domains critical for evaluating this type of research; (2) is comprehensive and can be easily lifted “off the shelf” by different researchers; (3) can be adapted to different topic areas and study types (e.g., cohort, case control, cross-sectional and case series studies); and (4) provides sufficient instruction to apply the tool to varied topics.

Conclusions. One bank of items, with specific instructions for focusing abstractor evaluations, can be created to judge the risk of bias and precision of the variety of observational studies that may be used in systematic and comparative effectiveness reviews.
Introduction

In the past decade, the number of publications included in PubMed has increased at an average annual rate of nearly 6 percent. In 1998, PubMed recorded 467,364 citations for the year; by 2008, the number was 816,597. This steady expansion in the volume of published literature increases the complexity and variability of literature that policymakers, clinicians, and patients need to evaluate to make informed health care choices. Systematic reviews that compare interventions play a key role in synthesizing the evidence.\(^1\) The assessment of the design and conduct of individual studies is central to the endeavor of synthesis. Systematic reviews routinely use assessments of the design and conduct of studies for interpreting results and grading the strength of the body of evidence; they may also use these assessments to select studies for the review, meta-analysis, and for interpreting heterogeneous findings.\(^2\)

Although well-designed and well-implemented randomized controlled trials (RCTs) have long been considered the gold standard for evidence, they frequently cannot answer all relevant clinical questions. RCTs may be unethical,\(^3\) limited in their ability to address harms because of limited size or length of followup,\(^4\) or lack of applicability to vulnerable subpopulations.\(^5\) Studies with other designs—such as quasi-experimental studies that mimic RCT design features with the exception of randomization and observational studies that lack randomization, allocation concealment, blinding of participants and interventionists, and in some instances, control groups—may fill these gaps, but the tradeoff is a wider range of sources of bias, including biases in selection, performance, detection of effects, and attrition; these biases have the potential to alter effect sizes unpredictably.\(^6,7\) The evaluation of these studies requires validated tools to assess the likelihood of bias.

Critical appraisal of study methodology and terminology has varied and is evolving: overlapping terms include quality assessment, assessment of internal validity, risk of bias, and evaluation of study limitations, but a central construct is the believability of the findings. We elect to use the term “assessment of risk of bias and precision” as the most representative of our goals. The purpose of the assessment of bias and precision is to evaluate the degree to which the effects reported by the study represent the “true” causal relationship between exposure and outcome, that is, the accuracy of the estimation. Rothman et al. note that the accuracy of an estimate depends upon its validity (the absence of bias or systematic error) and precision (the absence of random error).\(^8\)

A thorough assessment of threats to the validity and precision of an estimate is critical to understanding the believability of a study. Validity can be improved by reducing bias in selection, performance, detection, measurement, attrition, and reporting, and by adequately addressing the role of confounders. Precision can be improved by increased study size and improved study efficiency.

Table 1 presents a taxonomy of threats to validity and precision and draws upon two well-cited sources: the *Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions*\(^7\) and *Modern Epidemiology*.\(^8\) This particular taxonomy does not, however, represent the universe of ways in which sources of bias can be classified. Confounding, for instance, is often separately evaluated from selection bias.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threats to precision (random error)</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate study size</td>
<td>Absence of needed stratification in design. When confounding and effect modifiers do not exist, an equal apportionment ratio between exposed and unexposed is the most efficient design. Comparisons within strata may be required to account for known confounders and effect modifiers. Matching on stratification variables allows for an efficient design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of study efficiency</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threats to validity (systematic error)</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selection bias</td>
<td>Systematic differences in baseline characteristics of the groups that are compared (for multiple-arm studies) or within the group (for single-arm or cross-sectional studies), e.g., from self-selection of treatments, physician-directed selection of treatments, or demographic characteristics, failure to account for intention-to-treat clinical, or social characteristics. Includes confounding from differential selection before exposure and disease as well as selection bias where exposure and/or disease influence the selection of the participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance bias</td>
<td>Systematic differences in the care provided to participants in the comparison groups other than the intervention under investigation (for multiple-arm studies) or within groups (for single-arm and cross-sectional studies), e.g., variation in delivery of the protocol, difference in co-interventions, inadequate blinding of providers and participants (variation unlikely in observational studies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attrition bias</td>
<td>Systematic differences among the comparison groups in the loss of participants from the study (for multiple-arm studies) or within groups (for single-arm and cross-sectional studies) and how they were accounted for in the results, e.g., incomplete followup, differential attrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection bias</td>
<td>Systematic differences in outcomes assessment among the comparison groups (for multiple-arm studies) or within groups (for single-arm and cross-sectional studies, e.g., inadequate assessor blinding, differential outcome assessment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting bias</td>
<td>Systematic differences between reported and unreported findings, e.g., differential reporting of outcomes or harms, potential for bias in reporting through source of funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information bias</td>
<td>Systematic differences caused by measurement errors, e.g., recall bias</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* From Rothman et al., 2003 and Higgins et al., 2006.

Several reviews of critical appraisal tools have found no gold standard. Deeks and colleagues undertook an extensive review of quality appraisal tools of nonrandomized studies. Of 213 identified tools, only 6 meet their criteria of evaluating 6 core elements of internal validity (creation of the intervention groups, comparability of the groups at the analysis stage, allocation to intervention, similarity of groups for key prognostic characteristics by design, identification of prognostic factors, and the use of case-mix adjustment) and were specifically designed for use in systematic reviews. These tools vary on their coverage of important criteria and vary in their focus on reporting or methods description (that is, questions regarding whether or not the authors reported a particular element of the study in a manuscript) versus judgment of risk of bias (that is, questions regarding whether the conduct of the study altered the believability of the results).

Some current tools such as the Newcastle Ottawa are scales that use an implicit weighting. The use of uniform weights may be difficult to justify in all contexts; for a particular topic, a single flaw might substantially increase risk of bias, but the use of uniform weights would prevent that determination. Additionally, these tools may require modification or may not be applicable for specific designs such as cross-sectional or case series. Also, use of terms such as “adequate” and “appropriate” without adequate guidance may result in differences in interpretation within teams working on the same systematic review. In practice, the idiosyncrasies of topics require and often result in each new review developing its own risk of bias rating tool. These tools may not have adequate instruction for reviewers, leading to inconsistent standards within and across reviews.
Our objective was to create a practical and validated item bank for evaluating the risk of bias of observational studies of interventions or exposures that: (1) captures all of the domains critical for evaluating this type of research; (2) is comprehensive and can be easily lifted “off the shelf” by different researchers; (3) can be adapted to different topic areas and study types (e.g., cohort, case control, cross-sectional and case series studies); and (4) provides sufficient instruction to apply the tool to varied topics. Our risk of bias and precision assessment item bank provides a means to assess the extent to which a study’s conclusions can be trusted and identify threats to the accuracy of an estimate.

The item bank is applicable to:

- studies of interventions or exposures and is not designed to evaluate diagnostic studies;
- a variety of observational study design types studies, such as cohort and case-control designs, case series, and cross-sectional designs;
- evaluating internal validity only and does not evaluate external validity (applicability).

Our item bank is appropriate for studies that lack random allocation to an intervention and rely on association between changes or differences in exposure or intervention and changes or differences in an outcome of interest. Applicable designs include studies with controls (cohort and case-control) as well as studies without controls that rely on changes or differences in exposure (cross-sectional and case series). We focused on these specific designs as common examples of observational studies. Although we did not test the reliability of our item bank for other designs, we note that the item bank may be used for other designs as well, with some modifications. For instance, quasi-experimental studies will need to add, in addition to the questions selected from our item bank, questions from RCT appraisal tools on allocation concealment and blinding of patients and interventionists.

The intent of the item bank is to serve as a comprehensive source of questions that have been validated and tested. We anticipate that principal investigators will select specific items based on the needs of the review topic. The specific choice of items for a review will depend upon the potential sources of bias in the studies included for that topic.

**Approaches To Assessing the Risk of Bias and Precision of Studies**

As noted by Deeks et al., approaches to evaluating the quality of observational studies focus on either the evaluation of bias or on “methods description,” that is, the evaluation of the “objective characteristics of each study’s methods as they are described by the primary researchers” (Deeks et al., p. 23). Study appraisal based on risk-of-bias lists potential sources of bias (Table 1), relies heavily on judgment, and is supported by transparency in recording the judgment. One constraint of this approach is that threats to validity and precision can occur at various points in the study. Assessing these threats without explicit reference to methods used at each stage of research would require a relatively abstract evaluation and could result in poor interrater reliability. The latter approach of “methods description” is easier to implement because methods for each stage of research tend to correspond well with how manuscripts are written. This approach relies less on judgment but may fall short of evaluating believability. One solution is to use both approaches, using the methods description for each stage of research as the primary framework to facilitate ease of review, but clearly specifying how the design and
conduct of the study at that stage addresses threats to validity and precision. This approach allows some degree of reliance on reporting of results as well as judgment on the part of the reviewer. Our proposed item bank began with this approach to identify questions relevant to each of the 12 domains identified by Deeks et al.: (1) background/context, (2) sample definition and selection, (3) interventions/exposure, (4) outcomes, (5) creation of treatment groups, (6) blinding, (7) soundness of information, (8) followup, (9) analysis comparability, (10) analysis outcome, (11) interpretation, and (12) presentation and reporting. Abstractors review a manuscript primarily to identify sources of bias but look to identify this information in the order that information is typically presented in a manuscript.

**Organization of the Manuscript**

The remainder of this manuscript describes the methods used in compiling, validating, and testing the reliability of the item bank, followed by results and discussion.
Methods

The project was conducted in two phases. The preliminary period, phase 1, resulted in the compilation of potential questions for the item bank. Phase 2 included face validity testing, cognitive testing, content validity testing, and interrater reliability testing. Our goal was to create an item bank where users choose a relevant subset of the included questions. Nonetheless, during the development process, feedback from our Technical Expert Panel (TEP) and testers indicated that a large bank of items would be a constraint to usability. Therefore, we sought to reduce the number of items in the bank to questions relevant for evaluating risk of bias and precision in observational studies and eliminated potential questions concerning applicability, those that were limited in relevance to RCTs, were not relevant to systematic reviews, overlapped with other questions, or had responses that were uninterpretable in the context of evaluating bias or precision. When possible, we attempted to focus on direct evaluations of bias and precision, and subsumed evaluations of limitations resulting from deficiencies in quality of reporting into these questions. We also indicated when specific questions may be excluded for individual studies or for the body of evidence being evaluated. These deletions and modifications occurred over each of the stages of validity and reliability testing, and as a result, some items did not proceed to next stage of testing; the results section provides additional details on the disposition of specific questions.

Compilation of Potential Questions for Item Bank

During phase 1, we compiled a large number of items which had been used previously in AHRQ-sponsored systematic reviews of the evidence and other instruments to evaluate the quality (risk of bias, precision, and other threats to validity) of individual observational studies. Some instruments were identified and forwarded to the team by TEP members. To ensure that items addressed all important domains related to risk of bias and other threats to validity, we sorted items into quality domains identified by Deeks et al. We created a prototype item bank containing questions addressing all relevant domains and corresponding multiple choice response categories. The tool included instructions for use and directions for interpreting individual items for principal investigators and abstractors.

Face Validity Testing

In phase 2, we convened a Technical Expert Panel (TEP) composed of 16 senior staff from across Evidence-based Practice Centers (EPCs) and the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ). The TEP provided expert input throughout the process of finalizing the item bank including reviewing and advising on the proposed conceptual framework; ensuring that the item bank questions evaluated all the critical domains identified by Deeks et al. listed above; sharing their knowledge of existing instruments that have been used for measuring risk of bias or precision; and evaluating the face validity of an early draft of the item bank containing 60 questions (whether they believed that questions would be interpreted correctly and appeared to measure what they were intended to measure).

Cognitive Testing and Experienced Reviewer Review

A preliminary version of the item bank containing 44 questions was reviewed by 9 potential users who were staff at 6 AHRQ-funded Evidence-based Practice Centers (RAND/RTI
Each reviewer independently participated in cognitive testing of the instrument and responded to questions concerning the readability of particular instructions, questions, and response categories. The cognitive interviewer (at least one of the study principal investigators [PIs] accompanied by a notetaker) quizzed the interviewee to determine whether all portions of the instrument were being read and interpreted in the manner they were intended. In addition, because interviewees were experienced in conducting systematic reviewers, each was asked to also evaluate the instrument in relation to whether it contained sufficient and appropriate questions to obtain information on all critical domains.

**Content Validity Testing**

Seven TEP members participated in a content validity testing of a 42-item version of the item bank. Content validity raters reviewed each item bank question and determined whether they considered the question to be essential, useful, or not necessary for evaluating study risk of bias and precision. Raters repeated the exercise four times separately in relation to cohort, case control, case series, and cross-sectional studies. Results are summarized through a Content Validity Ratio (CVR) score that describes the extent to which the group of reviewers considered each item to be essential to the operationalization of each of the theoretical domains. The CVR varies from -1.00 to +1.00. A CVR = 0.00 would indicate that half of reviewers considered an item to be essential. For the purposes of this study, we considered a CRV >0 to indicate that an item was essential. All items rated essential were moved forward for interrater reliability; in addition, items for which the majority of the respondents felt that the item was either essential or useful for at least one study design were also moved forward.

**Interrater Reliability**

We tested the performance of the item bank by conducting interrater reliability testing. Twelve individuals with varying levels of experience in conducting systematic reviews were asked to use the item bank to independently rate 10 studies that had previously been included in a systematic review of the literature (the relevant information that the rater needed to consider in relation to the study was presented in one article). Articles selected were intended to represent a cross-section of topic areas and risk of bias and precision concerns that can arise in observational studies. The 10 studies are listed in Table 2. For each study, reviewers were instructed to evaluate all questions included in the item bank in relation to the key questions of the study’s original systematic review. The materials provided to reviewers included a copy of the article (study) and summary information from the systematic review including: key questions, key outcomes (benefits and/or harms), any important confounding variables and the conceptual model (analytic framework) included with the review.

Reviewers were asked to complete all questions in a 40-item version of the item bank for each study. The response category for all questions was a multiple-choice format. Because we anticipated that some questions would not be relevant to each study, we included a “not applicable” response category for a number of questions. Reviewers were also encouraged to comment on whether they considered particular questions to be irrelevant for evaluating a study; and to provide descriptive feedback concerning construction of individual questions as well as the instrument overall, including ease of using the instrument to review the study, any study risk
of bias, precision, or other quality-related issues that were not captured by the instrument and the time it took to review each study using the instrument.

The study team calculated summary statistics describing agreement between reviewers including mean percent agreement (and associated standard deviation) and first order agreement coefficients (AC1 statistic) for each question in relation to each study and across studies. The AC1 statistic is a summary measure ranging from -1 (when agreement is zero) to 1 (when agreement is 100 percent), that adjusts results for chance agreement and is considered appropriate when there are multiple raters. Based on previous work by Walter, Eliasziw and Donner (1998), with 10 raters and 10 articles, we calculated that we had at least 80 percent power to detect that our intraclass correlation is significantly different from zero (based on observed intraclass correlations of 0.2). Appendix A presents background information for calculating the AC1. Fleiss’ kappa statistics were initially calculated as measures for summarizing the data but are not presented because of the so-called “paradox” of the kappa statistic where one can have high agreement but low kappa scores, raising caution concerning their interpretation.

Because each question included multiple response categories, reliability testing evaluated agreement between raters by comparing the most common response category selected by raters to all other response options for a particular question in relation to each study. Summary statistics by question were calculated across the 12 reviewers and 10 studies. Across all studies, we summarized mean agreement across questions by quality domain and by the two analytic approaches to answering the question (solely determining if specific information is reported in the article or using judgment to evaluate the study’s approach to addressing a bias or precision concern). The PIs also reviewed and considered all descriptive comments made by reviewers.

### Post-Test Revisions

Based on face validity, cognitive testing, content validity, and inter-rater reliability testing, we either added, deleted, or revised questions (including question syntax, response categories, and instructions). We elected to revise questions when comments elicited during each phase of testing suggested a need for changes to the question, response categories, or instructions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Intervention/Exposure Group Methods</th>
<th>Comparison group?</th>
<th>Study Focus</th>
<th>Mean time needed by rater to review study (Range across raters)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baker (2002) Functional health literacy and the risk of hospital admission among Medicare managed care enrollees</td>
<td>Prospective cohort</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Health care delivery</td>
<td>47 minutes (25-90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crisp AH et al (1992) Long-term mortality in anorexia nervosa. A 20-year followup of the St George's and Aberdeen cohorts</td>
<td>Prospective cohort</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Disease outcome/harms</td>
<td>52 minutes (29-70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel (1999) Effectiveness of community-directed diabetes prevention and control in a rural Aboriginal population in British Columbia, Canada</td>
<td>Prospective cohort</td>
<td>Yes, prospective cohort</td>
<td>Community-based intervention</td>
<td>63 minutes (25-90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Lieto (2003) Immunohistological detection of insulinlike growth factor type 1 receptor and uterine volume changes in gonadotropin releasing hormone analog-treated uterine leiomyomas</td>
<td>Prospective cohort</td>
<td>Yes, prospective cohort</td>
<td>Medication treatment</td>
<td>43 minutes (20-70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fouad et al (1997) A hypertension control program tailored to unskilled minority workers</td>
<td>Prospective cohort</td>
<td>Yes, retrospective cohort</td>
<td>Community, workplace intervention</td>
<td>51 minutes (20-90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hendderson (2006) Pregnancy weight gain and risk of neonatal complications</td>
<td>Case control</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Disease outcome/harms</td>
<td>44 minutes (15-60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinney TR (1999) Safety of hydroxyurea in children with sickle cell anemia: HUG-KIDS study, a phase I/II trial</td>
<td>Prospective cohort</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Medication harms</td>
<td>39 minutes (25-60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schindl (2003) Elective cesarean delivery vs. spontaneous delivery: a comparative experience of birth experience</td>
<td>Prospective cohort</td>
<td>Yes, prospective</td>
<td>Surgery outcomes</td>
<td>49 minutes (38-60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Hamm (1997) Maternal consequences of cesarean section. A retrospective study intraoperative and postoperative maternal complications of cesarean section during a 10-year period</td>
<td>Retrospective cohort</td>
<td>Yes, retrospective</td>
<td>Surgery harms</td>
<td>44 minutes (17-90)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Time estimates were not provided by 2 raters; data presented reflects the mean and range for 10 raters.*
Results

Compilation of Potential Questions for Item Bank

During phase 1 of the project, we reviewed earlier instruments that had been used for evaluating the quality or risk of bias of observational studies and compiled 1,492 items that were available through the published literature and 84\textsuperscript{22,24,26-105} of the 90 Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ)-sponsored systematic reviews that had been completed at the start of the project (2007); the remaining 6\textsuperscript{25,34,106-109} were either solely focused on RCTs or on evaluation of genetic tests. All items that we collected were categorized into the 12 quality domains (and related subdomains) identified in Deeks et al.\textsuperscript{10} We further evaluated the comprehensiveness of the items gathered through that phase by comparing items systematically with those included in other instruments identified through our searches (e.g., Downs and Black\textsuperscript{15} and Newcastle Ottawa\textsuperscript{14}) or provided to us by our TEP.\textsuperscript{13,16,109-112} The intent of casting such a wide net was to ensure a comprehensive set of items.

Many of the 1,492 items were completely or partially redundant. The study team selected 60 items for measuring each of the included domains based on readability and comprehensiveness of instruction (Figure 1). During the development process, we reviewed items and responses and modified wording to ensure that critical domains were represented and to improve readability.

During phase 2 of the project, we crafted explanatory text that can be used by systematic review project directors to individualize the pool of items chosen for a review and assist project directors and abstractors in standardizing item interpretation.
Figure 1. Disposition of questions for item bank

Compilation of questions for item bank
N = 1,492

Questions deleted for overlap or lack of relevance to systematic reviews, evaluation of bias and precision, or scope of the item bank
N = 1,431

Face validity testing
N = 60

Questions deleted
N = 19
- Not within scope of item bank: 5
- Not relevant to systematic reviews: 2
- Subsumed within other questions: 12

Cognitive testing
N = 44

Questions deleted
N = 3
- Not relevant to systematic reviews: 2
- Subsumed within other questions: 1

Content validity testing
N = 42

Questions deleted
N = 2
- Subsumed within other questions: 1
- Uninterpretable: 1

Inter-rater reliability
N = 40

Questions deleted
N = 11
- Not relevant to systematic reviews: 1
- Not relevant to evaluation of bias or precision: 1
- Subsumed within other question: 8
- Overlap within another question: 1

Final item bank
N = 29

Questions added
N = 3

Questions added
N = 1
Face Validity Testing

We conducted face validity testing with TEP members. The intent of face validity testing was to ensure that the bank comprehensively included items that could evaluate issues of concerns within each of the methods domains relevant for the evaluation of observational studies and did not include items that the TEP concluded would only be relevant for other study designs. Face validity testing on a 60-item version of the item bank, including instructions for project directors and abstractors, resulted in the elimination of 16 questions. Items eliminated were considered outside scope of the item bank or not relevant to systematic reviews. Two questions were added and several questions were subsumed into other questions (See Figure 1 and Table 3 for details concerning the disposition of specific questions.).

Cognitive Testing and Experienced Reviewer Review

On a question-by-question basis, potential users provided feedback on the readability of a 44-item version of the bank including questions, response categories, and instructions. Based on their feedback, we identified particular aspects of individual items that needed revising for greater clarity and direction for the PI and for abstractors separately. Also, because of the substantive expertise of potential users we interviewed, we received comments considering aspects of the item bank design, such as whether particular response categories would provide the distinctions that we were intending and whether additional instructions would be helpful. Reviewers focused on differences between categories such as “no,” “don’t know,” and “not applicable.” Following this review, we eliminated two questions: one because of lack of relevance to systematic reviews and a second because it was subsumed into another question (Figure 1 and Table 3).

Content Validity Testing

An important goal of content validity testing was to identify a core set of questions that experts considered essential in conducting a comprehensive assessment of risk of bias or precision. In the end, a majority of experts considered 24 of a 42-item version of the bank (CRV >0) to be essential across all relevant study designs, 10 items to be either useful or essential across all study designs, and another 6 items to be useful or essential for at least one study design. We eliminated the two questions that the majority of experts considered to be neither essential or nor useful to evaluating risk of bias and precision for any study design type: (1) Is the analysis conducted on an intention-to-treat (ITT) basis? (2) Was the funding for this study derived from a source that does not have a vested interest in its results? The first question was subsumed within another and the second was eliminated from the item bank and not evaluated for interrater reliability (Figure 1 and Table 3).

The source of study funding has been demonstrated to influence the likelihood of publication bias and is therefore an important consideration for evaluating the risk of bias and precision for a body of evidence. Nonetheless, the item was deleted from the evaluation of individual study quality because responses are difficult to interpret in terms of bias. The existence of a source of funding for the study that may have an interest in specific results does not guarantee biased results, nor does the absence of such funding guarantee lack of bias in results.

Although the content validity rating did not easily point to items for exclusion, the results of the content validity rating, in conjunction with interrater reliability scores, helped us determine the need for modifications or deletions.
Table 3. Validity and reliability results and disposition of questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods Domain</th>
<th>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</th>
<th>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</th>
<th>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/Experienced Reviewer Results</th>
<th>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</th>
<th>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</th>
<th>Disposition Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Background/context</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Provision of background information:  
*Is the study presented in the context of clinical practice and policy?* | None, study descriptor | Face validity results: Retained  
Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Eliminated | Content validity: Not evaluated | Interrater reliability: Not evaluated | Deleted: relevance to systematic reviews  
This question was deleted based on cognitive testing/expert review because it was determined to be unnecessary for evaluating bias for a systematic review. |
| Background/question clearly stated:  
*Is the hypothesis/aim/objective of the study described?* | None, study descriptor | Face validity results: Retained  
Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained | Cohort: CVR = 0.14  
Cross-sectional: CVR = -0.71  
Case-control: CVR = -0.43  
Case series: CVR = -0.43 | Interrater reliability results:  
94% (83%–100%)  
0.88 (0.78–0.98) | Deleted: relevance to systematic reviews  
This question was deleted because as a study descriptor (reporting of information), content validity testing found the question to generally not be essential for evaluating bias. The question is also unlikely to distinguish risk of bias differences between studies because mean agreement between raters during interrater reliability testing was quite high (94%; almost all responded, “yes”). |
| Rationale/theoretical framework:  
*Was the intervention/exposure considered within the context of a theoretical framework or causal pathway?* | Selection bias: confounding | Face validity results: Retained  
Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained | Cohort: CVR = -0.43  
Cross-sectional: CVR = -0.71  
Case-control: CVR = -0.43  
Case series: CVR = -0.43 | Interrater reliability results:  
52% (42%–83%)  
0.10 (0.01–0.22) | Deleted: relevance to evaluating bias and precision  
Content validity testing found that the question was not essential across all study designs. The question directly measures reporting and only indirectly suggests risk of bias through failure to account for alternative explanations. It also performed poorly during interrater reliability testing. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</th>
<th>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/Experienced Reviewer Results</th>
<th>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</th>
<th>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</th>
<th>Disposition Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sample definition and selection</strong></td>
<td>Retrospective/prospective: <em>Is the study design prospective, retrospective, or mixed?</em></td>
<td>Reporting question related to selection bias; performance bias; detection bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 0.71</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 88% (50%–100%) 0.78 (0.56–1.00)</td>
<td>Retained, considered a second-tier question. Content reviewers generally supported retaining this question, particularly in relation to evaluating cohort studies and it performed well in interrater reliability testing. However, the study team acknowledges that increasingly, experts do not necessarily consider one study design to be inherently better than another (see Cochrane Collaboration guidance and Rothman, Greenland &amp; Lash (2008)). Therefore, this is not considered to be a critical question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retrospective/prospective: <em>Is the study design appropriate for answering the study’s research questions?</em></td>
<td>None, overall study quality</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = NA</td>
<td>Face validity results: NR</td>
<td>Deleted: relevance to systematic reviews. This question was deleted based on cognitive testing/expert review because it was considered to be relevant for evaluating bias for a systematic review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inclusion/exclusion criteria: <em>Are the inclusion/exclusion criteria clearly stated?</em></td>
<td>Reporting question, related to selection bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 1.0</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 72% (42%–100%) 0.46 (0.28–0.65)</td>
<td>Retained, additional instruction added. Interrater reliability was lower in part because there was disagreement between raters concerning whether the correct response was &quot;all&quot; or &quot;partially.&quot; We added additional instructions to the PI concerning specification of criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods Domain</td>
<td>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</td>
<td>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</td>
<td>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/Experienced Reviewer Results</td>
<td>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</td>
<td>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</td>
<td>Disposition Rationale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion/exclusion criteria: Are the inclusion/exclusion criteria measured using valid and reliable measures, implemented consistently across all study participants?</td>
<td>Information bias</td>
<td>Face validity: Not evaluated, added after Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 0.14 Cross-sectional: CVR = -0.14 Case-control: CVR = 0.14 Case series: CVR = 0.14</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 69% (50%–100%) 0.40 (0.24–0.57)</td>
<td>Retained: additional instruction added during the development process. Interrater agreement varied across studies and so we added direction to the PI to specify important criteria that abstractors need to consider.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion/exclusion criteria: Did the study apply inclusion/exclusion criteria uniformly to all comparison groups?</td>
<td>Selection bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 1.0 Cross-sectional: CVR = NA Case-control: CVR = 1.0 Case series: CVR = NA</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 61% (33%–92%) 0.30 (0.13–0.46)</td>
<td>Retained Question wording was changed during development process from negative to positive for consistency with majority of other questions. Additional instruction was added to address confusion expressed among interrater reliability raters in relation to single-armed studies.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion/exclusion criteria: Was the strategy for recruiting participants into the study described?</td>
<td>Reporting question, related to selection bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 0.43 Cross-sectional: CVR = NA Case-control: CVR = NA Case series: CVR = NA</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 68% (42%–92%) 0.37 (0.22–0.53)</td>
<td>Deleted: subsumed in another question Other questions that incorporate this issue as a response category (relevant to reporting) are included in the tool, and so this question considered unnecessary. Also, rater agreement was fairly low, primarily because raters did not agree on the level of detail needed to adequately respond.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods Domain</td>
<td>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</td>
<td>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</td>
<td>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/Experienced Reviewer Results</td>
<td>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</td>
<td>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</td>
<td>Disposition Rationale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion/exclusion criteria:</td>
<td>Did the strategy for recruiting participants into the study differ across study groups?</td>
<td>Performance bias</td>
<td>Face validity: Not evaluated Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer: Not evaluated, added after</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 0.71 Cross-sectional: CVR = NA Case-control: CVR = Not evaluated Case series: CVR = NA</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 70% (50%–92%) 0.41 (0.27–0.55)</td>
<td>Retained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emphasis changed from negative to positive to be consistent with most other questions; additional detail added to one of the response categories. Clarified in not applicable response category that the question would not apply to studies with one arm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power and sample size:</td>
<td>Did the authors report conducting a power analysis or some other basis for determining the adequacy of study group sizes for the primary outcome(s) being abstracted?</td>
<td>Reporting question, related to precision</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = -0.14 Cross-sectional: CVR = 0.71 Case-control: CVR = -0.71 Case series: CVR = -0.43</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 80% (58%–100%) 0.57 (0.42–0.72)</td>
<td>Deleted: subsumed in another question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Content validity ratings supported deleting across study types because it is a measure of precision rather than bias. Because it is a reporting question, it was not considered valuable for evaluating precision although it performed reasonably well in terms of interrater reliability. The tool retains other, more direct questions for evaluating precision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power and sample size:</td>
<td>Was the sample size sufficiently large to detect a clinically significant difference of 5% or more between groups in at least one primary outcome measure?</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 0.14 Cross-sectional: CVR = 0.14 Case-control: CVR = 0.14 Case series: CVR = -0.43</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 55% (33%–75%) 0.14 (-0.02–-0.30)</td>
<td>Retained: additional direction provided to the PI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>We have retained this question to address this aspect of precision because it may be important to some reviews. We acknowledge that establishing standards to answer the question can be difficult. Interrater reliability was low for this question, and so we added additional directions for the PI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods Domain</td>
<td>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</td>
<td>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</td>
<td>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/Experienced Reviewer Results</td>
<td>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</td>
<td>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</td>
<td>Disposition Rationale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline characteristics described: Are key characteristics of study participants described?</td>
<td>Reporting question, related to selection bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained</td>
<td>Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 0.43 Cross-sectional: CVR = 0.43 Case-control: CVR = 0.71 Case series: CVR = 0.43</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 68% (42%–92%) 0.44 (0.28–0.60)</td>
<td>Deleted: subsumed in another question This question was deleted because it is accounted for in responses to questions about controls for differences in baseline characteristics that directly measure bias. Also, raters had difficulty determining which characteristics needed to be described.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions/Exposure</td>
<td>Clear specification: What is the level of detail in describing the intervention or exposure?</td>
<td>Reporting question, related to performance bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained</td>
<td>Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 0.43 Cross-sectional: CVR = 0.43 Case-control: CVR = 0.43 Case series: CVR = 0.14</td>
<td>Retained; information added to the PI instructions and response categories Interrater reliability agreement was low, partially because raters differed in their evaluation of the level of detail that they considered sufficient. To address this, additional instruction was added for the PI to specify criteria for abstractors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clear specification: What is the level of detail in describing the test reference standard?</td>
<td>Reporting question related to performance bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Eliminated</td>
<td>Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Content validity: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Deleted: scope This question was deleted based on face validity evaluation by the Technical Expert Panel. It was decided that this item bank would not be used to evaluate diagnostic testing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods Domain</td>
<td>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</td>
<td>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</td>
<td>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/Experienced Reviewer Results</td>
<td>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</td>
<td>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range)</td>
<td>AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear specification: <em>What is the level of detail in describing the intervention protocol?</em></td>
<td>Reporting question related to performance bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Eliminated Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Content validity: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Interrater reliability: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Deleted: subsumed in another question. This question was deleted based on face validity evaluation by the Technical Expert Panel because it was determined to be unnecessary for evaluating bias for a systematic review. The reporting element of this question is incorporated within another question that asks about deviation from protocol. Also, the question did not perform well because raters had difficulty consistently determining which characteristics needed to be described.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concurrent/concomitant treatment: <em>Are concurrent or concomitant treatments described?</em></td>
<td>Reporting question, related to performance bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 0.43 Cross-sectional: CVR = 0.14 Case-control: CVR = 0.43 Case series: CVR = 0.14</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 58% (33%–92%) 0.23 (0.07–0.40)</td>
<td>Deleted: subsumed in another question. This question was deleted because it was determined by the study team to be unnecessary. The reporting element of this question is incorporated within another question that asks about controlling for concurrent treatment. Also, the question did not perform well because raters had difficulty consistently determining which characteristics needed to be described.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of care for comparison groups: <em>Is usual clinical care described?</em></td>
<td>Reporting question, related to performance bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = -0.14 Cross-sectional: CVR = -0.14 Case-control: CVR = -0.14 Case series: CVR = -0.43</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 59% (33%–100%) 0.26 (0.07–0.45)</td>
<td>Deleted: overlap. This question was deleted because content validity evaluation generally found it to not be essential. Also, agreement between raters was low which may be related to an inability to distinguish usual clinical care from concurrent treatment and to determine the level of detail necessary to report.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Validity and reliability results and disposition of questions (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods Domain</th>
<th>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</th>
<th>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</th>
<th>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/Experienced Reviewer Results</th>
<th>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</th>
<th>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</th>
<th>Disposition Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td>Clear specification: Are the potential outcomes, including harms, pre-specified by the researchers?</td>
<td>Reporting bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 0.14 Cross-sectional: CVR = 0.14 Case-control: CVR = 0.14 Case series: CVR = 0.14</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 66% (33%--100%) 0.39 (0.23--0.56)</td>
<td>Retained: additional information added to the question and instruction added for the PI. Question was edited to address content expert and rater concerns that the question needed more instruction for case-control and that harms need not always be pre-specified. Some raters may have had difficulty answering this question because outcomes of interest were not specified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clear specification: Are the primary outcomes described?</td>
<td>Reporting question related to reporting bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Eliminated Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Content validity: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Interrater reliability: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Deleted: subsumed in another question. This question was deleted based on face validity evaluation by the Technical Expert Panel which concluded that it was unnecessary for evaluating bias for a systematic review. The response to this question is included as a response to a question on assessment of outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clear specification: Are the secondary outcomes described?</td>
<td>Reporting question related to reporting bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Eliminated Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Content validity: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Interrater reliability: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Deleted: subsumed in another question. This question was deleted based on face validity evaluation by the Technical Expert Panel which concluded that it was unnecessary for evaluating bias for a systematic review. The response to this question is included as a response to a question on assessment of outcomes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Validity and reliability results and disposition of questions (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods Domain</th>
<th>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</th>
<th>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</th>
<th>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/Experienced Reviewer Results</th>
<th>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</th>
<th>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</th>
<th>Disposition Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clear specification: Are harms or anticipated adverse events described?</td>
<td>Reporting question related to reporting bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Eliminated Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Content validity: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Interrater reliability: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Deleted: subsumed in another question This question was deleted based on face validity evaluation by the Technical Expert Panel which concluded that it was unnecessary for evaluating bias for a systematic review. The response to this question is included as a response to a question on assessment of outcomes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective and/or reliable: Do the researchers report the time points for measurement of the primary outcomes?</td>
<td>Reporting question related to reporting bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Eliminated Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Content validity: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Interrater reliability: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Deleted: subsumed in another question This question was deleted based on face validity evaluation by the Technical Expert Panel and the study team that this question should be addressed as part of the more general question on clear specification of outcomes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective and/or reliable: Do the researchers report the time points for measurement of the secondary outcomes?</td>
<td>Reporting question related to reporting bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Eliminated Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Content validity: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Interrater reliability: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Deleted: subsumed in another question This question was deleted based on face validity evaluation by the Technical Expert Panel and the study team that this question should be addressed as part of the more general question on clear specification of outcomes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Validity and reliability results and disposition of questions (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods Domain</th>
<th>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</th>
<th>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</th>
<th>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/ Experienced Reviewer Results</th>
<th>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</th>
<th>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</th>
<th>Disposition Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creation of treatment groups</td>
<td>Random allocation: <em>If participants are randomized, were appropriate randomization methods used?</em></td>
<td>Selection bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Eliminated Cognitive testing/ experienced reviewer: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Content validity: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Interrater reliability: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Deleted: scope This question was deleted based on expert input through face validity evaluation by the Technical Expert Panel that the evaluation of randomization was not necessary for observational studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear specification: <em>Are the criteria for assignment to study groups described?</em></td>
<td>Reporting question related to reporting bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Eliminated Cognitive testing/ experienced reviewer: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Content validity: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Interrater reliability: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Deleted: subsumed in another question This question was deleted based on face validity evaluation by the Technical Expert Panel which concluded that it was unnecessary for reporting bias for a systematic review. Consideration of groups is evaluated through the question on uniform application of criteria to comparison groups.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocation <em>Is assignment made to study groups randomly?</em></td>
<td>Selection bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Eliminated Cognitive testing/ experienced reviewer: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Content validity: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Interrater reliability: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Deleted: scope This question was deleted based on expert input through face validity evaluation by the Technical Expert Panel that the evaluation of randomization was not necessary for observational studies.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods Domain</td>
<td>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</td>
<td>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</td>
<td>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/Experienced Reviewer Results</td>
<td>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</td>
<td>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</td>
<td>Disposition Rationale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocation</td>
<td>Reporting question related to selection bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Eliminated Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: NR</td>
<td>Content validity: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Interrater reliability: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Deleted: subsumed in another question This question was considered unnecessary because an evaluation of the choice of the case and comparison groups is accomplished through the question clear statement of inclusion/exclusion criteria.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocation</td>
<td>Selection bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 1.0 Cross-sectional: CVR = NA Case-control: CVR = Not evaluated Case series: CVR = NA</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 69% (42%–100%) 0.42 (0.25–0.59)</td>
<td>Retained, additional information added to help clarify the question. Depending on the review, appropriate may take into account feasibility or ethics. Content experts considered this question to be essential for cohort studies.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any attempt to balance:</td>
<td>Selection bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = -0.14 Cross-sectional: CVR = NA Case-control: CVR = Not evaluated Case series: CVR = NA</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 63% (42%–92%) 0.32 (0.17–0.46)</td>
<td>Retained: additional clarifying information added to response categories and additional instruction provided to PI We combined &quot;no&quot; and &quot;cannot determine&quot; response categories because there is no appreciable distinction between the categories and raters could not distinguish between the two in a consistent manner. In response categories, we also accounted for designs that address differences between groups through post-hoc approaches such as multivariate analysis.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods Domain</td>
<td>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</td>
<td>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</td>
<td>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/Experienced Reviewer Results</td>
<td>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</td>
<td>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</td>
<td>Disposition Rationale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clear specification: Have researchers reported the possibility of participants having received an unintended intervention?</td>
<td>Reporting question related to reporting bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Eliminated Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Content validity: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Interrater reliability: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Deleted: subsumed in another question This question was deleted based on face validity evaluation by the Technical Expert Panel which concluded that it was unnecessary for reporting bias for a systematic review. Contamination, as it relates to performance bias is evaluated more directly through a subsequent question concerning unintended exposure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contamination Did researchers rule out any impact from a concurrent intervention or an unintended exposure that might bias results?</td>
<td>Performance bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = -0.14 Cross-sectional: CVR = 0.14 Case-control: CVR = -0.14 Case series: CVR = -0.43</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 62% (42%–92%) 0.34 (0.21–0.48)</td>
<td>Retained: Response categories edited based on inconsistencies in responses and comments obtained during interrater reliability testing. We added a response category of &quot;partially&quot; and combined &quot;no&quot; and &quot;don't know.&quot; The &quot;don't know&quot; response would identify instances of insufficient reporting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contamination Did variation from the study protocol compromise the conclusions of the study?</td>
<td>Performance bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = -0.14 Cross-sectional: CVR = Not evaluated Case-control: CVR = -0.14 Case series: CVR = -0.14</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 51% (42%–67%) 0.21 (0.15–0.27)</td>
<td>Retained: Edited to clarify that the protocol of interest is the study protocol and not an analytic protocol. The question was respecified so that it is written in relation to intervention studies only.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Validity and reliability results and disposition of questions (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods Domain</th>
<th>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</th>
<th>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</th>
<th>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/Experienced Reviewer Results</th>
<th>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</th>
<th>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</th>
<th>Disposition Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contamination:</td>
<td>Is adherence to the protocol reported?</td>
<td>Reporting question related to performance bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Eliminated Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Content validity: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Interrater reliability: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Deleted: subsumed in another question This question was deleted based on face validity evaluation by the Technical Expert Panel which concluded that it was unnecessary for reporting bias for a systematic review. The answer to this question is incorporated in a response to the question on whether the execution of the study varied from the protocol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinding</td>
<td>Blind administration</td>
<td>Detection bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Eliminated Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Content validity: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Interrater reliability: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Deleted: scope This question was deleted based on expert input through face validity evaluation by the Technical Expert Panel that this was not relevant for evaluating bias in observational studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinding</td>
<td>Were study participants blinded to their group assignment?</td>
<td>Detection bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Eliminated Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Content validity: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Interrater reliability: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Deleted: scope This question was deleted based on expert input through face validity evaluation by the Technical Expert Panel that this was not relevant for evaluating bias in observational studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods Domain</td>
<td>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</td>
<td>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</td>
<td>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/ Experienced Reviewer Results</td>
<td>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</td>
<td>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</td>
<td>Disposition Rationale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Blind outcome assessment** | **Were the outcome assessors blinded to the intervention or exposure status of participants?** | Detection bias | **Face validity results:** Retained | **Cohort:** CVR = 0.43  
**Cross-sectional:** CVR = Not evaluated  
**Case-control:** CVR = Not evaluated  
**Case series:** CVR = 0.43 | **Interrater reliability results:**  
69% (50%–100%)  
0.46 (0.28–0.64)  
Retained: Edited to clarify that there may be instances in which the outcome assessment cannot be blinded.  
Based on rater lack of agreement, we clarified that the response "not applicable" applies to studies in which an assessor cannot be blinded and provided clarifying instructions for the PI. |
| **Soundness of information** | **Source of information about interventions/exposure**  
**Are interventions/exposures assessed using valid and reliable measures, implemented consistently across all study participants?** | Information bias | **Face validity results:** Retained | **Cohort:** CVR = 0.71  
**Cross-sectional:** CVR = 0.43  
**Case-control:** CVR = 0.43  
**Case series:** CVR = 0.14 | **Interrater reliability results:**  
82% (42%–100%)  
0.65 (0.48–0.82)  
Retained: Additional instructions provided for the PI  
We added instruction for the PI concerning criteria for evaluating what may be valid and reliable measures. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods Domain</th>
<th>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</th>
<th>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</th>
<th>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/Experienced Reviewer Results</th>
<th>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</th>
<th>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</th>
<th>Disposition Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Source of information re outcomes | Are primary outcomes assessed using valid and reliable measures, implemented consistently across all study participants? | Information bias | Face validity results: Retained | Cohort: CVR = 0.71
Cross-sectional: CVR = 0.71
Case-control: CVR = 0.71
Case series: CVR = 0.14 | Interrater reliability results: 93% (75%–100%) 0.87 (0.76–0.98) | Retained: Additional instructions provided for the PI
We added instruction for the PI concerning criteria for evaluating what may be valid and reliable measures, consistent with the edits for the item concerning interventions/exposures. |

| Follow-up | Equality of length of follow-up for participants In cohort studies, is the length of follow-up different between the groups, or in case-control studies, is the time period between the intervention/exposure and outcome the same for cases and controls? | Attrition bias | Face validity results: Retained | Cohort: CVR = 0.71
Cross-sectional: CVR = NA
Case-control: CVR = 0.71
Case series: CVR = NA | Interrater reliability results: 57% (42%–92%) 0.19 (0.05–0.33) | Retained: Question and response categories edited
We changed the wording of the question from “different” to “same” for all groups, based on comments from raters that the question was confusing. We combined “no” and “don’t know,” categories, which we thought equivalent. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods Domain</th>
<th>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</th>
<th>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</th>
<th>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/Experienced Reviewer Results</th>
<th>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</th>
<th>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</th>
<th>Disposition Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length of followup adequate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Retained: Edited for clarity; benefits and harms evaluation combined into one question. Based on rater uncertainty, we added additional instruction to PIs to specify outcomes. Benefit and harm outcomes were combined into one question. The question was taken out of the context of what study authors may have concluded, and instead, concerns whether the reviewer considers the follow-up period sufficient to support the results as measured</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Face validity results:** Asked as one question concerning all outcomes, Retained and changed to 2 questions (primary outcomes and harms)

**Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results:** Retained

**Cohort:** CVR = 0.43

**Cross-sectional:** CVR = NA

**Case-control:** CVR = 0.71

**Case series:** CVR = 0.43

**Interrater reliability results:** 58% (33%–83%), 0.27 (0.16–0.38)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods Domain</th>
<th>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</th>
<th>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</th>
<th>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/Experienced Reviewer Results</th>
<th>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</th>
<th>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</th>
<th>Disposition Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length of followup adequate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Attrition bias</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Deleting:</strong> subsumed in another question We deleted this question to create one question concerning sufficient follow-up for both benefits and harms. The PI will need to specify sufficiency of follow-up for specific outcomes if it differs across outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the length of time following the intervention/exposure sufficient to support the conclusions of the study regarding harms?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Face validity results:</strong> Asked as one question concerning all outcomes, retained and changed to 2 questions (primary outcomes and harms) Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td><strong>Cohort:</strong> CVR = 0.14 <strong>Cross-sectional:</strong> CVR = NA <strong>Case-control:</strong> CVR = 0.14 <strong>Case series:</strong> CVR = 0.14</td>
<td><strong>Interrater reliability results:</strong> 54% (33%–83%) 0.18 (0.06–0.30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness of follow-up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Attrition bias</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Deleting:</strong> subsumed in another question We deleted this question following face validity evaluation by the Technical Expert Panel. We determined that this question would be answered by the question that requires the abstractor to determine the attrition rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods Domain</td>
<td>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</td>
<td>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</td>
<td>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/Experienced Reviewer Results</td>
<td>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</td>
<td>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</td>
<td>Disposition Rationale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness of follow-up</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained Cognitive testing/ experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = -0.14 Cross-sectional: CVR = NA Case-control: CVR = -0.43 Case series: CVR = Not evaluated</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 51% (42%–67%) 0.13 (0.08–0.18)</td>
<td>Retained: Additional instruction provided. While this was not a good performing question based on content validity or interrater reliability testing, due to our concerns about evaluating attrition bias, we are retaining this question. We acknowledge that it can be a difficult question to answer; abstractors were particularly unsure about how to evaluate retrospective studies.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness of follow-up</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained Cognitive testing/ experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 0.14 Cross-sectional: CVR = NA Case-control: CVR = -0.14 Case series: CVR = NR</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 58% (42%–83%) 0.23 (0.10–0.37)</td>
<td>Retained: Additional instruction provided. We provided additional instruction concerning how to evaluate retrospective studies.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis comparability</td>
<td>Analysis of baseline comparability Selection bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained Cognitive testing/ experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 0.43 Cross-sectional: CVR = NA Case-control: CVR = 0.14 Case series: CVR = NA</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 54% (33%–92%) 0.22 (0.08–0.35)</td>
<td>Deleted: subsumed in another question This issue is evaluated through the question that concerns whether baseline differences are addressed (controlled for) through the analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods Domain</td>
<td>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</td>
<td>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</td>
<td>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/Experienced Reviewer Results</td>
<td>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</td>
<td>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</td>
<td>Disposition Rationale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Analysis of baseline comparability | Does the analysis control for baseline differences between groups? | Selection bias | Face validity results: Retained | Cohort: CVR = 0.43  
Cross-sectional: CVR = 0.14  
Case-control: CVR = 0.43  
Case series: CVR = 0.71  
Case series: CVR = -0.14 | Interrater reliability results: 65% (33%–100%)  
0.33 (0.14–0.51) | Retained: Several response categories were modified for greater clarity. |
| Identification of prognostic factors (effect modifiers and confounders) | Does the study identify important confounding variables and effect modifiers? | Reporting question related to selection bias | Face validity results: Retained | Cohort: CVR = 0.43  
Cross-sectional: CVR = 0.14  
Case-control: CVR = 0.71  
Case series: CVR = -0.14 | Interrater reliability results: 62% (42%–92%)  
0.32 (0.19–0.45) | Deleted: subsumed in another question  
The answer to this question is part of the response category to a subsequent question on whether confounding variables are accounted for in the design. |
| Identification of prognostic factors (effect modifiers and confounders) | Are confounding variables assessed using valid and reliable measures, implemented consistently across all study participants? | Information bias | Face validity results: Retained | Cohort: CVR = 0.14  
Cross-sectional: CVR = 0.14  
Case-control: CVR = 0.14  
Case series: CVR = -0.14 | Interrater reliability results: 55% (33%–92%) 0.20 (0.04–0.37) | Retained: Question and response categories edited to improve clarity  
This question performed inconsistently across studies and so we added direction to help ensure that adequate specification is provided by the PI. |
Table 3. Validity and reliability results and disposition of questions (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods Domain</th>
<th>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</th>
<th>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</th>
<th>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/Experienced Reviewer Results</th>
<th>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</th>
<th>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</th>
<th>Disposition Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case-mix adjustment:</td>
<td>Selection bias:</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 0.43 Cross-sectional: CVR = -0.14 Case-control: CVR = 0.43 Case series: CVR = -0.71</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 65% (33%–83%) 0.35 (0.21–0.49)</td>
<td>Retained: Question and response categories edited to improve clarity This question performed inconsistently across studies and so we added direction to help ensure that adequate specification is provided by the PI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Were the important confounding and modifying variables taken into account in the design and analysis?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intention-to-treat analysis</td>
<td>Attrition bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = -0.14 Cross-sectional: CVR = NA Case-control: CVR = NA Case series: CVR = NA</td>
<td>Interrater reliability: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Deleted: subsumed in another question The more important question concerning the evaluation of the impact of loss to follow-up is evaluated through the next question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Is the analysis conducted on an intention-to-treat (ITT) basis?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intention-to-treat analysis</td>
<td>Attrition bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 0.14 Cross-sectional: CVR = 0.14 Case-control: CVR = 0.14 Case series: CVR = 0.14</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 60% (42%–83%) 0.26 (0.14–0.39)</td>
<td>Retained: Response categories were edited to improve clarity and address inconsistencies across study raters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Is the impact of loss to follow-up assessed?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods Domain</td>
<td>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</td>
<td>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</td>
<td>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/ Experienced Reviewer Results</td>
<td>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</td>
<td>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</td>
<td>Disposition Rationale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate analytic methods</td>
<td>Reporting bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained Cognitive testing/ experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 0.43 Cross-sectional: CVR = 0.43 Case-control: CVR = 0.43 Case series: CVR = 0.43</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 79% (50%–100%) 0.63 (0.50–0.76)</td>
<td>Retained: Emphasis of the question changed from reconciliation between what authors said they would and did do to what could be reasonably expected. The emphasis of this question was changed to more directly evaluate whether any important findings were omitted from the publication, in contrast to what the study authors say they intended to evaluate. The PI will need to specify primary outcomes for abstractors.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear specification</td>
<td>Reporting question related to reporting bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Eliminated Cognitive testing/ experienced reviewer: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Content validity: Not evaluated</td>
<td></td>
<td>Deleted: subsumed in another question</td>
<td>This question was deleted based on Technical Expert Panel member face validity review because it was determined to be unnecessary for evaluating bias for a systematic review. The evaluation of the precision of estimate based on the study methodology is evaluated through a subsequent question concerning the appropriateness of the methods used in the study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate analytic methods</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained Cognitive testing/ experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 0.71 Cross-sectional: CVR = 0.43 Case-control: CVR = 0.71 Case series: CVR = 0.14</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 66% (42%–92%) 0.39 (0.28–0.51)</td>
<td>Retained: Expanded to more comprehensively capture assessment of primary outcomes to include reporting of random variability This question was combined with a subsequent question concerning reporting of the random variability of the outcome.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Validity and reliability results and disposition of questions (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods Domain</th>
<th>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</th>
<th>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</th>
<th>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/Experienced Reviewer Results</th>
<th>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</th>
<th>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</th>
<th>Disposition Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate analytic methods</td>
<td>Reporting bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 0.14 Cross-sectional: CVR = 0.14 Case-control: CVR = -0.14 Case series: CVR = 0.14</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 64% (42%–83%) 0.33 (0.22–0.45)</td>
<td>Retained: Emphasis of the question changed from reconciliation between what authors said they would and did do to what could be reasonably expected. The emphasis of this question was changed to more directly evaluate whether any important findings were omitted from the publication, in contrast to what the authors say they intended to evaluate. To reduce the abstractor burden, the PI needs to specify what the abstractors should be looking for.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate analytic methods</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 0.14 Cross-sectional: CVR = 0.43 Case-control: CVR = 0.43 Case series: CVR = -0.14</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 66% (50%–83%) 0.31 (0.21–0.41)</td>
<td>Retained: Expanded to include reporting of random variability to more comprehensively capture assessment of harms: parallels question concerning methods used to report benefits. This question was combined with a subsequent question concerning reporting of the random variability of the outcome.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Validity and reliability results and disposition of questions (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods Domain</th>
<th>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</th>
<th>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</th>
<th>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/Experienced Reviewer Results</th>
<th>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</th>
<th>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</th>
<th>Disposition Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate analytic methods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Deleted: subsumed in another question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For cohort studies only, if the outcome has a greater than 10 percent prevalence, is the risk ratio and relative risk calculated directly (not using logistic regression)?</td>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Eliminated</td>
<td>Content validity: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Interrater reliability: Not evaluated</td>
<td>This question was deleted based on expert review/cognitive interviews because it was determined that the information is captured through the more general questions concerning appropriate analytic methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate analytic methods:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Deleted: subsumed in another question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the study appropriately report estimates of the random variability in the data for the primary outcomes?</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reporting question related to precision</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 0.43 Cross-sectional: CVR = 0.43 Case-control: CVR = 0.43 Case series: CVR = 0.43</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 66% (42%–92%) 0.38 (0.23–0.53)</td>
<td>Information that would have been obtained through this question can be captured through other analytic questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpretation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Deleted: subsumed in another question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriately based on results</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information that would have been obtained through this question can be captured through other analytic questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are conclusions supported by results with possible biases and limitations taken into consideration?</td>
<td>Not Applicable, overall study quality</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 0.14 Cross-sectional: CVR = 0.14 Case-control: CVR = 0.14 Case series: CVR = 0.14</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 66% (42%–92%) 0.32 (0.17–0.48)</td>
<td>Retained: edited to capture the abstractor's evaluation of the overall risk of bias and precision of the study and not what was intended by the study's authors. This question provides the abstractor's evaluation of the risk of bias and precision of the study overall. The wording of the question was changed for greater simplicity and understanding.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Validity and reliability results and disposition of questions (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods Domain</th>
<th>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</th>
<th>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</th>
<th>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/Experienced Reviewer Results</th>
<th>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</th>
<th>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</th>
<th>Disposition Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interpretation in context</td>
<td>Are results interpreted appropriately based on study design and statistical analysis?</td>
<td>Not applicable, overall study quality</td>
<td>Face validity results: Eliminated Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Content validity: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Interrater reliability: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Deleted: relevance to systematic reviews Based on expert review, this question was determined to not be relevant for the purposes of conducting a systematic review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpretation in context</td>
<td>Are study conclusions presented in the context of prior research?</td>
<td>Not applicable, overall study quality</td>
<td>Face validity results: Eliminated Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Content validity: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Interrater reliability: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Deleted: relevance to systematic reviews Based on expert review, this question was determined to not be relevant for the purposes of conducting a systematic review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation and reporting</td>
<td>Completeness, clarity and structure</td>
<td>Reporting question related to reporting bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: Retained Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = 0.14 Cross-sectional: CVR = 0.14 Case-control: CVR = 0.14 Case series: CVR = 0.14</td>
<td>Interrater reliability results: 90% (83%–100%) 0.76 (0.69–0.83)</td>
<td>Retained. Agreement between raters during interrater reliability was high for this question and so question was retained without any changes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods Domain</td>
<td>Methods Subdomain and Assessment Question</td>
<td>Dimension of Bias or Precision Evaluated</td>
<td>Face Validity and Cognitive Testing/Experienced Reviewer Results</td>
<td>Content Validity Results by Study Design Type: Percentage of Experts Who Considered the Question Essential for Evaluating Bias</td>
<td>Interrater Reliability Results: Mean Agreement (range) AC1 Statistic (conditional confidence interval)</td>
<td>Disposition Rationale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness, clarity and structure</td>
<td>Was the funding for this study derived from a source that does not have a vested interest in its results?</td>
<td>Reporting question related to reporting bias</td>
<td>Face validity results: NR Cognitive testing/experienced reviewer results: Retained</td>
<td>Cohort: CVR = -0.14 Cross-sectional: CVR = -0.14 Case-control: CVR = -0.14 Case series: CVR = -0.14</td>
<td>Interrater reliability: Not evaluated</td>
<td>Deleted: interpretability Added following initial question development but later eliminated. Content validity rating and further discussion with experts recommended that this question be deleted because of the difficulty in identifying on a case-by-case basis organizations that may have a vested interest.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CVR=Content Validity Ratio; NA=not applicable
Interrater Reliability

Interrater reliability testing was conducted on an item bank of 40 questions. Table 2 presents descriptive information on the 10 studies included in the testing, by methodological approach (9 cohort and 1 case-control study), whether the study included a comparator group (6 studies) and type of study (i.e., treatment, harms, and disease outcomes). We also present the average and range of time it took raters to evaluate the risk of bias and precision of a study using the item bank. Overall, it took raters 48 minutes per study, ranging from 17 to 90 minutes.

Table 3 presents details of results by question including the disposition of each question. Overall, the mean AC1 score per question was relatively low, 0.38 and ranged from 0.10 to 0.88. The mean percent agreement across all items was 66 percent. We found that percent agreement varied by domain, from a high of 90 percent for questions concerning presentation and reporting and 88 percent for those concerning soundness of information to a low of 56 percent for questions concerning followup and 59 percent for those concerning interventions and exposures (results not shown). We further tested if agreement varied significantly between questions that concerned identifying whether specific information was reported in an article and the remaining questions that required more complex judgment on the part of the reviewer. We found that overall, raters agreed 70 percent of the time on their responses to reporting questions and 64 percent on questions requiring judgment ($P = 0.09$).

Poor results from interrater reliability testing resulted in no clear patterns or conclusions. As a result, we did not eliminate any questions based on this stage of testing. Instead, we used the interrater reliability results to identify and revise questions that performed poorly and to add instruction to PIs to help abstractors interpret questions more clearly.

Post-Test Revisions

Based on face validity, cognitive testing, content validity, and interrater reliability testing and study team evaluation, we either deleted questions that were considered unnecessary or revised questions (including question syntax, response categories, and instructions). The original 60-item instrument was reduced to 44 items following face validity testing, 42 items following cognitive testing, and 40 items following content validity testing which were used for interrater reliability testing. Following all testing, the final review of items resulted in a bank of 29 items.

Reasons for deletion of questions include lack of relevance to systematic reviews (one question), lack of relevance to evaluation of bias or precision (one question), and overlap with other questions (one question). When possible we collapsed issues of reporting on a specific source of bias or precision within the response categories for direct evaluation of that source of bias or precision (eight questions). For instance, we deleted a reporting question relating to selection bias (“did the authors report differences in baseline characteristics?”) but added a response category within the questions—“did the authors control for differences in baseline characteristics?”—to account for those who reported no differences. (Figure 1 and Table 3 present the disposition of all questions.).

The final version of the RTI Item Bank is presented in Appendix B. The bank contains 29 questions, multiple-choice response categories and extensive instructions for PIs and abstractors to assist them in developing criteria for considering the issue being investigated by the question. The order of the questions in the item bank is according to the study domain structure presented by Deeks and colleagues and is generally intended to allow the reviewer to consider the various risks of bias and precision issues of a study according to the presentation order of a manuscript.
Table 4 maps each question to the risk of bias or precision and methods description and also lists relevant study designs.

Because of the integral nature of reporting to evaluating risk of bias and precision, the item bank evaluates some elements of risk of bias and precision through a cluster of questions. For instance, questions about selection bias in the creation of the sample require questions about whether inclusion/exclusion criteria were reported and measured appropriately before the reviewer can judge whether or not they were applied equally to all arms of the study (Questions 2, 3, and 4). The PI’s role in systematic review is to determine the appropriate mix of questions necessary for evaluation the dominant risks of bias and threats to precision in the studies being reviewed.
Discussion

With the increasing use of observational studies in evidence synthesis, systematic reviewers have a greater burden of evaluating risk of bias and precision to identify the effects of these potential concerns on study results. The evaluation of study risk of bias and precision is essentially a subjective exercise, requiring judgments by a reviewer. Nonetheless, this exercise is the only means of evaluating the degree to which a study’s results can be believed and is a critical step on the pathway to evaluating the strength of a body of evidence. Our item bank builds on and extends the efforts of previous instruments to (1) create an evaluation tool that is specifically designed to work within the larger context of systematic review methodology and tasks; (2) explicitly focus on believability of the study rather than applicability; (3) comprehensively consider the elements that support believability; and (4) promote transparency and consistency of judgment between pairs of reviewers working on a single review and across reviews, particularly when customization is needed for the specific topic.

Our item bank is intended to be used to interpret the believability of individual studies, but just as importantly, to create building blocks for evaluating the risk of bias and precision for the body of evidence. Systems to grade the strength of a body of evidence such as GRADE and the AHRQ strength of evidence approach use an overall assessment of risk of bias as one key element; other separate elements include applicability and precision. Commonly used instruments such as the Newcastle Ottawa scale and Downs and Black include questions on all three areas: risk of bias, precision, and external validity (applicability) within their ratings for individual studies. These instruments identify questions that evaluate external validity but not questions related to precision. When all these items are included within a rating scale, as in the Newcastle Ottawa scale, the results cannot be used as components for judging the strength of the body of evidence without some manipulation: the external validity and precision elements need to be removed from the overall scores to isolate the risk of bias for a study.

Our item bank focuses explicitly on believability, that is, risk of bias and precision. It excludes applicability entirely. It includes questions on precision to allow for a variety of approaches to analysis. Systematic reviews that rely on meta-analyses may not need to evaluate study-specific elements of precision, particularly sample size and appropriate statistical analysis. Systematic reviews that cannot pool estimates because of heterogeneity of results may choose to include evaluations of precision in addition to risk of bias. The item bank identifies the precision questions clearly so that reviewers can judge whether or not to evaluate those elements.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods Domain</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Selection Bias/Confounding</th>
<th>Performance Bias</th>
<th>Attrition Bias</th>
<th>Detection Bias</th>
<th>Reporting Bias</th>
<th>Information Bias</th>
<th>Overall believability</th>
<th>Total N of items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Background/ context</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample definition and selection</td>
<td>•Q6 (CH, CC, CS, XS)</td>
<td>•Q1 (CH, CC, CS)</td>
<td>•Q2 (CH, CC, CS, XS)</td>
<td>•Q4 (CH, CC)</td>
<td>•Q1 (CH, CC, CS)</td>
<td>•Q3 (CH, CC, CS, XS)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions/ exposure</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>•Q8 (CH, CC, CS, XS)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation of treatment groups</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>•Q9 (CH, CC)</td>
<td>•Q11 (CH, CC, CS, XS)</td>
<td>•Q12 (CH, CC, CS, XS)</td>
<td>•Q13 (CH, CC, CS, XS)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinding</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>•Q14 (CH, CC, CS, XS)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soundness of information</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>•Q15 (CH, CC, CS, XS)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>•Q16 (CH, CC)</td>
<td>•Q17 (CH, CC, CS)</td>
<td>•Q18 (CH, CC, CS)</td>
<td>•Q19 (CH, CC)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Item bank questions mapped to risk of bias, precision, and methods domain (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods Domain</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Selection Bias/Confounding</th>
<th>Performance Bias</th>
<th>Attrition Bias</th>
<th>Detection Bias</th>
<th>Reporting Bias</th>
<th>Information Bias</th>
<th>Overall believability</th>
<th>Total N of items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analysis comparability</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Q20 (CH, CC, CS, XS)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Q21 (CH, CC, CS, XS)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis outcome</td>
<td>Q25 (CH, CC, CS, XS)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Q23 (CH, CS)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Q24 (CH, CC, CS, XS)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Q28 (CH, CC, CS, XS)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpretation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Q29 (CH, CC, CS, XS)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation and reporting</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total*</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* = number of items sum to greater than total number of items because some items relate to multiple risks of bias; CH = cohort; CC = case-control; CS = case series, XS = cross-sectional; N = number
Our item bank includes nearly all the domains and elements for evaluating observational studies identified by West et al.,9 in one of three ways: within questions, within response categories to the questions, or within instructions to interpreting the questions. We did not include two elements from the West et al. list of evaluation requirements within our item bank: (1) the study includes clearly focused and appropriate questions and (2) use of concurrent controls. We judged, in consultation with our technical experts and other users, that the former question is not relevant to evaluating bias and precision; our intent is to judge the believability of study results that are relevant to the goals of the systematic review rather than to its own intent. We did not include the latter question because we consider the issue of concurrent controls as a matter of design. The intent of our item bank is not to evaluate the believability of study results based on the type of study design used, rather, we intend for responses to the items in the bank to identify design features (or the lack of features) that could increase the risk of bias.

The wide array of designs and associated risks of biases in observational studies imply that systematic reviewers will need to customize their review form to concentrate on the most critical selection of items for the topic at hand and establish minimum standards for addressing these items. An important contribution of this instrument is that we provide choices through a comprehensive array of items rather than a fixed menu of required elements through an instrument. We provide instruction to teams (with separate instructions to scientific leads and other team members) where customization may be required.

We note the overall low interrater reliability scores we obtained through our testing: one likely reason is that we did not develop instructions for each of the studies on how to customize standards for that particular review. By design, our goal was to document experience using the item bank on a broad range of studies. Our results are also limited by this range: unlike typical systematic review teams that share a common understanding of a single review topic, our raters, themselves with varied backgrounds, were asked to rate studies for 10 different topics.

Although content experts may see value in evaluating multiple nuances related to threats to bias, the detailed consideration of each of those concerns may not always be practical. Our reviewers took an average of approximately 48 hours to complete the 10-study risk of bias and precision review. Instead, a more practical approach is to identify the most critical threats to validity and precision in a body of evidence and then select questions, perhaps no more than 10–15, that can evaluate the concern.

Next steps in evaluating this item bank include the identification of specific biases for which different study designs are most at risk. This exercise will help to identify a core set of questions that can be identified that must be used consistently across studies. A second area for research is the assessment of customized questions (that is, the selection of items and standards for specific items) and inter- and intrarater reliability for teams of reviewers working on the same topic. A key consideration in such testing will be the selection of studies with known serious issues in design (such as the selection of prevalent users rather than new users) in order to assess the ability of the instrument to identify potential sources of bias. A third urgent task is to evaluate the empirical basis for each item by measuring the correlation between responses to specific items and effect sizes as means of further culling the item bank.

Our item bank can be used in a variety of systematic reviews as further development of the item bank continues. Although it does not include questions on adequacy of randomization generation, concealment of allocation, and blinding of participants and interventionists because these items are specific to RCTs, many questions in our item bank apply to RCTs as well. From a practical perspective, systematic reviews that include RCTs as well as non-RCT designs may
find it useful to evaluate all study designs with the same questions in order to reduce variability for those items. It will also permit a direct comparison on these items between RCTs, nonrandomized and observational studies. The generation of resulting data may be able to help with a critical question when considering resource allocation for research: when are RCTs essential for answering research gaps?


110. University Of Alberta Evidence-Based Practice Centre. Quality Assessment Tool for Observational Analytical Studies.


Appendix A. AC1 Statistic

AC1 was originally introduced by Gwet in 2001 (Gwet, 2001). The interpretation of AC1 is similar to generalized kappa (Fleiss, 1971), which is used to assess interrater reliability of when there are multiple raters. Gwet (2002) demonstrated that AC1 can overcome the limitations that kappa is sensitive to trait prevalence and rater’s classification probabilities (i.e., marginal probabilities), whereas AC1 provides more robust measure of interrater reliability. The section below shows the formula used to compute AC1. The first formula also shows that AC1 differs from generalized kappa in the way that how the chance correction was computed (i.e. how the $p_{e}$ is computed). In addition, the computation is unweighted, thus the ordering of the response category is not taken into account. Our computation of AC1 is conducted using the macro code provided by Blood et al (2007) (http://mcrc.hitchcock.org/SASMacros/Agreement/AC1AC2.TXT).

$$AC1 = \frac{p_a - p_{e}}{1 - p_{e}},$$

where $p_a$ is the overall agreement probability including by chance or not by chance, and $P_{e}$ is the chance-agreement probability. Their computation formulas are as follows:

$$p_{a} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{r} \left\{ \sum_{q=1}^{Q} \frac{r_{iq}(r_{iq} - 1)}{r(r - 1)} \right\}$$

$$p_{e} = \frac{1}{Q - 1} \sum_{q=1}^{Q} \pi_{q}(1 - \pi_{q})$$

$$\pi_{q} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{r} \frac{r_{iq}}{r}$$

where $i$ is the number of studies rated, $q$ is the number of categories in the rating scale, $r_{iq}$ is the number of raters who classified the $i^{th}$ studies into the $q^{th}$ category, $r$ is the total number of raters, and $\pi_{q}$ is the probability that a rater classifies an study into categories q and computed as follows
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Appendix B. Item Bank for Assessment of Risk of Bias and Precision for Observational Studies of Interventions or Exposures

This item bank is intended to evaluate the quality of studies examining the outcomes of interventions, treatments, or exposures. Eligible study designs include observational studies (cohort studies, case-control, case-series, and cross-sectional studies). Some questions may be applicable to quasi-experimental designs. It is not intended to rate the quality of studies concerning the accuracy of diagnostic tests. Abstractors can use the empty text box included with each question to document an explanation of their rating for later review. This may be particularly helpful in relation to a “cannot determine” response choice.

Sample Definition and Selection

Retrospective/Prospective

1. Is the study design prospective, retrospective, or mixed? [Abstractor: Prospective design requires that the outcome has not occurred at the time the study is initiated and information is collected over time to assess relationships with the outcome (and includes nested case-control studies). Mixed design includes case-control or cohort studies in which one group is studied prospectively and the other retrospectively. A retrospective design analyzes data from past records. The question is not applicable to cross-sectional studies.]

   Prospective ................................................................. ☐

   Mixed ........................................................................... ☐

   Retrospective ............................................................... ☐

   Cannot determine/not applicable ................................. ☐
Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria

2. Are critical inclusion/exclusion criteria clearly stated (does not require the reader to infer)?
   [Principal Investigator (PI): Provide direction to abstractors by listing individual criteria of a priori significance and minimal requirements for criteria to be considered “clearly stated.” Include this question to identify specific inclusion/exclusion criteria that should be consistently recorded across studies] [Abstractor: Use “Partially” if only some criteria are stated or if some criteria are not clearly stated (corresponding to directions provided by the PI). Note that studies may describe inclusion criteria alone (i.e., include x), exclusion criteria (i.e., do not include x), or a combination of inclusion and exclusion criteria.]

   PI: ☐ Yes .......................................................................
   ☐ Partially: some, but not all, criteria stated or some criteria not clearly stated .................
   ☐ No ........................................................................

   Explanation for rating:

3. Are the inclusion/exclusion criteria measured using valid and reliable measures? [PI: Separately specify each criterion that abstractors should consider based on its relevance to study bias. It is unlikely that all criteria will need to be evaluated in relation to this question. Provide direction to abstractors on valid and reliable measurement of each criterion that is to be considered. For example, prior exposure or disease status is a frequent inclusion/exclusion criterion, particularly in inception cohorts. Subjective measures based on self-report tend to have lower reliability and validity than objective measures such as clinical reports and lab findings. Replicate question to evaluate each individual inclusion/exclusion criterion.]

   PI: ☐ Yes .......................................................................
   ☐ No ........................................................................
   ☐ Cannot determine; measurement approach not reported ............................................

   Explanation for rating:
4. **Did the study apply inclusion/exclusion criteria uniformly to all comparison groups/arms of the study?** [PI: Drop question if not relevant to entire body of evidence (e.g., all case-series, single-arm studies).]

```markdown
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PI:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Yes .................................................................

Partially: some, but not all criteria, applied to all arms or not clearly stated if some criteria are applied to all arms ................................................

No .................................................................

Cannot determine: article does not specify ...........

Not applicable: study has only one arm and so does not include comparison groups ................................
```

5. **Was the strategy for recruiting participants into the study the same across study groups/arms of the study?** [PIs: This question is likely to be more relevant for prospective or mixed designs than retrospective designs. Drop question if not relevant to entire body of evidence (e.g., all studies generally have only one arm).]

```markdown
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PI:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Yes .................................................................

No .................................................................

Cannot determine ..............................................

Not applicable: one study group/arm ...................
```
6. Was the sample size sufficiently large to detect a clinically significant difference of 5% or more between groups in at least one primary outcome measure? [PI: Specify a different percent, if clinically relevant for each outcome of interest. Question relates to precision: reviewers whose evaluation of quality is limited to considerations of systematic error or risk of bias (not random error/precision) need not include this question. Reviewers who include both precision and systematic error in their evaluation of quality but rely on meta-analysis for pooled estimates need not include this question. PIs who choose to include considerations of precision in their assessment may include the question, but should be aware of the need for collaboration between clinical and statistical expertise in determining the threshold for a clinically adequate sample size.]

PI:

Yes ........................................................................... Explanation for rating:

No ...........................................................................

Interventions/Exposure

Clear Specification

7. What is the level of detail in describing the intervention or exposure? [PI: Specify which details need to be stated (e.g., intensity, duration, frequency, route, setting, and timing of intervention/exposure). For case-control studies, consider whether the condition, timing, frequency, and setting of symptoms are provided in the case definition. PI needs to establish criteria for high, medium, or low response.]

PI:

High: very clear, all PI-required details provided

Medium: somewhat clear, majority of PI-required details provided ...........................................

Low: unclear, many PI-required details missing.............................................................. Explanation for rating:

Outcomes

Clear Specifications

8. Are the important outcomes prespecified by the researchers? Do not consider harms in answering this question unless they should have been pre-specified. [PI: This question can be asked for all outcomes together or replicated for each event. Each adverse event of interest should be specified for abstractors. Relevant source information includes all study data, including what
may have been established in relation to an initial randomized controlled trial. Drop question if not relevant (e.g., primary outcome for case-control studies).

PI:

Yes ................................................................. □

Partially ............................................................. □

No ................................................................. □

Not applicable .................................................. □

Explanation for rating:

Creation of Treatment Groups

Allocation

9. Is the selection of the comparison group appropriate, after taking into account feasibility and ethical considerations. [PI: Provide instruction to the abstractor based on the type of study. Interventions with community components are likely to have contamination if all groups are drawn from the same community. Interventions without community components should select groups from the same source (e.g., community or hospital) to reduce baseline differences across groups. For case-control studies, controls should represent the population from which cases arose; that is, controls should have met the case definition if they had the outcome.]

PI:

Yes ................................................................. □

No ................................................................. □

Cannot determine or no description of the derivation of the comparison group ............... □

Not applicable: study does not include a comparison group (case series, one study arm) ... □

Explanation for rating:
Any Attempt To Balance

10. Any attempt to balance the allocation between the groups (e.g., through stratification, matching, propensity scores). [PI: This is most likely to be used in case-control study designs. Drop if not relevant to the body of evidence.]

PI:

Yes or study accounts for imbalance between groups through a post hoc approach such as multivariate analysis

No or cannot determine

Not applicable: study does not include a comparison group (case series or one study arm)

Explanation for rating:

Contamination

11. Did researchers isolate the impact from a concurrent intervention or an unintended exposure that might bias results, e.g., through multivariate analysis, stratification, or subgroup analysis? [PI: specify interventions or exposures for abstractors.]

PI:

Yes

Partially

No or do not know: concurrent intervention or unintended exposure is not described

Not applicable: no concurrent interventions or unintended exposures likely

Explanation for rating:

12. Did execution of the study vary from the intervention protocol proposed by the investigators and therefore compromise the conclusions of the study? [PI: Consider intensity, duration, frequency, route, setting, and timing of intervention/exposures. Drop if not relevant for body of literature.]

PI:
**Blinding**

**Blind Outcomes Assessment**

13. **Were the outcome assessors blinded to the intervention or exposure status of participants?**

   [**PI:** There may be circumstances where clinical evaluators cannot be blinded to exposure status. Drop if not relevant to the body of literature.]

   **PI:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes ........................................................................</th>
<th>Explanation for rating:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Partially ..................................................................</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No ..........................................................................</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannot determine...............................................</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable: not an intervention study ..............</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Soundness of Information**

**Source of Information Re Interventions/Exposure**

14. **Are interventions/exposures assessed using valid and reliable measures, implemented consistently across all study participants?**

   [**PI:** Important measures may be listed separately. PI may need to establish a threshold for what would constitute acceptable measures based on study topic. When subjective or objective measures could be collected, subjective measures based on self-report may be considered as being less reliable and valid than objective measures such as clinical reports and lab findings. Replicate question when needed.]

   **PI:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes ........................................................................</th>
<th>Explanation for rating:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No ..........................................................................</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannot determine or measurement approach not reported</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Source of Information for Outcomes

15. Are outcomes assessed using valid and reliable measures, implemented consistently across all study participants? [PI: Primary outcomes should be identified for abstractors and if there is more than one, they may be listed separately. Also, identify any relevant secondary outcomes and harms. Subjective measures based on self-report tend to have lower reliability and validity than objective measures such as clinical reports and lab findings. Note for case-control studies: consider whether the ascertainment of cases was independent of exposure.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PI:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes .......................................................... No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No ..........................................................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannot determine or measurement approach not reported ..........................................................</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Explanation for rating:

Follow-Up

Equality of Length of Follow-Up for Participants

16. Is the length of follow-up the same for all groups? [For case-control studies, are cases and controls matched on length of followup? Abstractor: When follow-up was the same for all study participants, the answer is yes. If different lengths of follow-up were adjusted by statistical techniques, (e.g., survival analysis), the answer is yes. Studies in which differences in follow-up were ignored should be answered no.]

| Yes .......................................................... No or cannot determine |
| No or cannot determine .......................................................... |
| Not applicable: cross-sectional or only one group followed over time .......................................................... |

Explanation for rating:
Length of Followup Adequate

17. **Is the length of time following the intervention/exposure sufficient to support the evaluation of primary outcomes and harms?** [PI: Primary outcomes (including harms) should be identified for abstractors. Important measures may be listed separately. Abstractors should be provided with specific criteria for sufficient length of follow-up based on prior research or theory. Drop if entire body of evidence is cross-sectional or if minimal length of follow-up period is specified through inclusion criteria.]

   PI:

   | Yes .......................................................... | □ |
   | Partially: some primary outcomes are followed for a sufficient length of time .......... | □ |
   | No ............................................................. | □ |
   | Cannot determine ............................................ | □ |
   | Not applicable: cross-sectional ............................. | □ |

Explanation for rating:

Completeness of Follow-Up

18. **Did attrition from any group exceed [x] percent?** [PI: Attrition is measured in relation to the time between baseline (allocation in some instances) and outcome measurement for both retrospective and prospective studies and could include data loss from crossover. Attrition rates may vary by outcome and time of measurement. Specify the criterion to meet relevant standards for the topic. Specify measurement period of interest, if repeated measures. Cochrane standard for attrition is 20 percent for shorter term (<1 year) and 30 percent for longer term (≥ 1 year). Drop if entire body of evidence is cross-sectional]

   PI:

   | Yes .......................................................... | □ |
   | No ............................................................. | □ |
   | Cannot determine: includes retrospective designs not stating number eligible at baseline... | □ |
   | Not applicable: cross-sectional ............................. | □ |

Explanation for rating:
19. **Did attrition differ between groups by more than 20 percent?** [PI: If appropriate, modify difference criterion to meet relevant standards for the topic. Attrition rates may vary by outcome and time of measurement. Drop if entire body of evidence is cross-sectional or case series.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PI:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes ........................................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No ........................................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannot determine: includes retrospective designs not stating number eligible at baseline....</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable: cross-sectional or only one group followed—case series, one-arm study.......</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Analysis Comparability**

**Assessment of Baseline Comparability**

20. **Does the analysis control for baseline differences between groups?** [PI: Drop if entire body of evidence is case series or case control. Define adequate control. List critical baseline differences that need to be controlled.]

| Yes ........................................ | Explanation for rating: |
| No ........................................ | |
| Insufficient reporting to be able to determine..... | |
| Not applicable: only one group, no comparison group (case series), or case-control study, no difference in measured baseline characteristics... | |
Identification of Prognostic Factors (Effect Modifiers and Confounders)

21. Are confounding and/or effect modifying variables assessed using valid and reliable measures across all study participants? [PI: Some characteristics may require that sources for establishing their validity and/or reliability be described or referenced. If so, provide instruction to abstractors.]

PI: □ Yes □ No □ Cannot determine or source for measures not reported □ Not applicable: no confounders or effect modifiers included in the study

Explanation for rating:

Case-Mix Adjustment

22. Were the important confounding and effect modifying variables taken into account in the design and/or analysis (e.g., through matching, stratification, interaction terms, multivariate analysis, or other statistical adjustment)? [PI: Provide instruction to abstractors on adequate adjustment for confounding and testing for effect modification.]

PI: □ Yes □ Partially: some variables taken into account or adjustment achieved to some extent □ No: not accounted for or not identified □ Cannot determine

Explanation for rating:
Analysis Outcome

Intention-to-Treat Analysis

23. In cases of high loss to follow-up (or differential loss to follow-up), is the impact assessed (e.g., through sensitivity analysis or other adjustment method)?

Yes ................................................................. □

No ................................................................. □

Cannot determine ........................................... □

Not applicable: no loss to follow-up or loss to follow-up was not considered to be high, cross-sectional study, or case-control study selected on outcome ........................................... □

Explanation for rating:

Appropriate Analytic Methods

24. Are any important primary outcomes missing from the results? [PI: Identify all primary outcomes, including timing of measurement, that one would expect to be reported in the study.]

PI: .................................................................

Yes ................................................................. □

No ................................................................. □

Cannot determine ........................................... □

25. Are the statistical methods used to assess the primary benefit outcomes appropriate to the data? [Abstractor: Question relates to precision and may not be relevant for systematic reviews that are able to pool data. The statistical techniques used must be appropriate to the data and take into account issues such as controlling for dose-response, small sample size, clustering, rare outcomes, and multiple comparisons. In normally distributed data the standard error, standard deviation, or confidence intervals should be reported. In non-normally distributed data, interquartile range should be reported. For cohort studies, if the outcome has a greater than 10 percent prevalence, consider if the risk ratio and relative risk need to be calculated]

Yes ................................................................. □

Partially .......................................................... □

No ................................................................. □

Cannot determine ........................................... □

Explanation for rating:
26. **Are any important harms or adverse events that may be a consequence of the intervention/exposure missing from the results?** [PI: Identify all important harms, including timing of measurement, that one would expect be reported in the study. Drop if not relevant to body of literature.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PI:</th>
<th>Explanation for rating:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partially</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of harms not applicable to this study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

27. **Are the statistical methods used to assess the main harm or adverse event outcomes appropriate to the data?** [Abstractor: Question relates to precision and may not be relevant for systematic reviews that are able to pool data. The statistical techniques used must be appropriate to the data and take into account issues such as controlling for dose-response, small sample size, clustering, rare outcomes, and multiple comparisons. In normally distributed data, the standard error, standard deviation, or confidence intervals should be reported. In non-normally distributed data, inter-quartile range should be reported.]

| Explanation for rating: |
| --- | --- |
| Yes | |
| Partially | |
| No | |
| Not applicable: harms not reported | |

**Interpretation**

** Appropriately Based on Results

28. **Are results believable taking study limitations into consideration?** [Abstractor: This question is intended to capture the overall quality of the study. Consider issues that may limit your ability to interpret the results of the study. Review responses to earlier questions for specific criteria.]

| Explanation for rating: |
| --- | --- |
| Yes | |
| Partially | |
| No | |

Presentation and Reporting

Completeness, Clarity, and Structure

29. **Is the source of funding identified?** [PI: The relevance of this question will depend upon the topic. This question may be modified to identify particular sources of funding (e.g., industry, government, university, or foundation funding).]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PI:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes ....................................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No .....................................</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Explanation for rating:**